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The coarse-grained Marrink-model for biomembrane simulation is used to study mixtures of dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine (DPPC) and
dipalmitoylphosphatidylethanolamine (DPPE) at various concentrations and temperatures. At high temperatures close to ideal mixing is observed.
In the low temperature ordered phase dynamic heterogeneities are identified under some conditions. These are correlated with heterogeneities in
the local order and define local neighborhoods.
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Computer simulations of biomembranes have become
commonplace over the last decade [1–6]. Most simulations
are using highly detailed atomistic simulations to elucidate the
local structure of the membrane. However, in order to describe
phase and mixing behaviors of different phospholipids we need
coarse-grained descriptions to reach into the relevant time and
length scales. One particularly successful mesoscale model has
been proposed by Marrink et al. [7]. It has been shown e.g. that
this model is capable of describing the phase coexistence of
phospholipids [8]. It is designed to semiquantitatively compare
to experimental data like area per molecule or membrane
thickness while being computationally cheap enough to reach
the microsecond timescale.
Cell membranes and correspondingly a number of model
bilayers contain more than one type of phospholipid. In lipid
mixtures, generally bilayer phases of various degrees of order
coexist and form patterns [9]. Careful experimental studies in
model mixtures have been performed [10–15] and patterns of
various shapes have been found; among these stripes, circular⁎ Corresponding author.
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simulations of phospholipid mixtures have come into focus
[5,8,21–25] and have been successful in modeling phase
coexistence in mixed bilayers [5,8,23,24] mostly based on
simplified models of amphiphilic molecules [7,26–32]. Domain
formation and qualitatively accurate domain sizes have been
predicted using simple lattice models [33–35] where the
coexistence of domains of different sizes has been shown
[34]. Dynamical heterogeneities in bilayers, e.g. obstructed
diffusion in heterogeneous phase separated systems where the
more ordered phase acts as obstacles to the motion of the mobile
lipids, have been established [12,15]. Very recently a Monte
Carlo study has confirmed this scenario in a lattice model [36].
Awide variety of experiments has focused on model membrane
systems to simplify the understanding of the structure of real
cell membranes. Studies on giant unilamellar vesicles (GUVs)
[37] and supported bilayers [12,14,38,39] are able to describe
phase coexistence.
The biological most important patterns are so-called lipid
rafts [9,40–46]. A raft is a specialized membrane domain
composed mainly of cholesterol and sphingolipids. Rafts are
tightly packed patches of lipids and cholesterol and can be
viewed as floating cohesive units within loosely packed
membrane components [45–47]. The general belief is that
such rafts are on the order of 50 nm in diameter and therefore
extremely difficult to directly observe experimentally [44].
Table 1
Overview of simulated systems
DPPC mol DPPE mol T [K]
128 0 310
96 32 285, 310
64 64 285, 310, 320, 330, 400
32 96 285, 310
0 128 285, 310
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[48]. The general understanding of mixed bilayers and their
domain structure is clearly a prerequisite to understanding the
formation, stability, and biological function of rafts. Experi-
mentally, rafts or lipid domains of varying degree of order have
been characterized by a range of techniques. Confocal
microscopy could visualize domains in mixtures of lipids of
different lengths [49]. With fluorescence recovery after
photobleaching (FRAP) mobility inhomogeneities in sperm
cells [50] and in model systems [12] could be determined. Sizes
of domains in model systems could be characterized by atomic
force microscopy [12,38].
Two of the most abundant families of lipids are phospha-
tidylcholines and phosphatidylethanolamines, making mixtures
of these a worthwhile topic of investigation. In this contribution
we study a mixture of DPPE (dipalmitoylphosphatidylethano-
lamine) and DPPC (dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine), both of
which have the same chain length and are fully saturated. We
first describe the overall characteristics of the bilayer and
establish the mixing behavior depending on temperature before
we study the correlation of local static and dynamic hetero-
geneities. Experimentally the phase diagram has been deter-
mined and it has been shown that with increasing DPPE content
the phase transition temperature rises and the average lipid order
increases [37,51,52]. Recently this system has been studied in
atomistic detail [53] but that study did not focus on the phase
behavior. The experimental phase transition temperatures of the
pure systems are 337 K for DPPE and 314 K for DPPC
respectively [52]. However, our simulation temperatures are
lower as the model we are using is known to underestimate
transition temperatures [8].Fig. 1. Left: area per molecule versus concentration of DPPC for various temperatures
also compare the effects of different concentrations in the leaflets. Balanced means
difference in concentrations. Errors about 0.01 nm2. They have been determined by2. Materials and methods
Computer simulations have been performed with the Gromacs (V3.2)
simulation suite [54]. The simulations contain 128 lipids with molar
concentrations ranging from 0:100, 25:75, 50:50, 75:25, and 100:0 between
DPPC and DPPE.We use the coarse-grained Marrink model [7]. Simulations are
performed for 1 μs with a time-step of 0.04 ps at 285 K, 310 K, 320 K, 330 K,
and 400 K where temperature and pressure are controlled using Berendsen's
weak coupling method [55] with time constants of 1.0 ps (non-rescaled times,
see below). We use anisotropic coupling for the pressure control. We write
conformations out every 1,000 simulation time-steps for subsequent analysis. A
summary of all simulations is shown in Table 1. For most of the simulations the
lipids were assigned randomly to the different leaflets leading to slightly
imbalanced transbilayer distributions, e.g. 29:35 instead of 32:32 lipids in the
equimolar mixture. We, additionally, performed a set of simulations for the
equimolar concentrations with exactly balanced concentrations in both leaflets.
The results as will be shown below do not show significant differences.
The model has been discussed in detail in a number of publications
[7,8,56,57] so we only summarize its main features and focus on the difference
between the lipids. In this model typically 4 heavy atoms and the corresponding
hydrogens are subsumed into one interaction site. The lipids consist of apolar
tails for the hydrocarbons, non-polar sites for the glycosidic backbone and polar
sites for the headgroups. The difference between the PC and the PE lipids is
exclusively the interaction site representing the choline or amine group
respectively. The amine group has hydrogen bonding capabilities (both as a
donor and an acceptor) whereas the choline group lacks these. This leads to a
stronger mutual attraction of DPPE headgroups with respect to DPPC
headgroups. Thus, we expect a tighter packing and higher order for the
ethanolamines. All dynamics below is discussed in rescaled time where the time




We measure the area per molecule of the system (cf. Fig. 1)
and find that at 310 K the area rises linearly with increasing
DPPC concentration indicating a close to ideal mixing between
the lipids. However, at the lower temperature of 285 K we see
that there is a slight minimum in area per lipid for close to the
equimolar concentration and in general a much weaker
dependence of the area on concentration indicating a transition
to non-ideal mixing. Additionally, the clearly lower area per
molecule at 285 K together with the relatively linear
dependence of area per molecule versus temperature at higher. Right: area per molecule versus temperature for the equimolar mixture. Here we
both leaflets have the same concentration. Imbalanced means a slight (<10%)
the standard block average technique [58].
Fig. 2. Left: density profiles of the DPPC–DPPE bilayer at 310 K at equimolar concentration. z=0 is the center of the bilayer. Right: Density profile for 310 K at
equimolar and balanced concentration resolved according to atomic groups.
Fig. 3. Left: density profiles of the hydrocarbon tails of DPPC and DPPE at
various temperatures at equimolar concentration with the same concentration in
the leaflets. z=0 is the center of the bilayer.
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least partially in the gel state. This is the first indication that the
systems at the two main temperatures studied in this work are at
qualitatively different points in the phase diagram. We see that
the imbalance in lipid concentration has very little influence on
the area per molecule. The only possible difference outside of
the margin of error is right at the phase transition.
We show density profiles in Fig. 2. We find the well known
shape of a density profile of a bilayer in water. The area of highest
density is around the phosphate groups in the headgroup whereas
the plane of smallest density is found in the middle of the bilayer
where the tails from the opposing leaflets touch. This plane is also
a symmetry plane of the system. The leaflets do not have
necessarily equal concentrations as the distribution of DPPC and
DPPE was set up randomly leading to asymmetric distributions if
we study DPPC and DPPE density profiles separately.
Fig. 3 shows the density profiles of the hydrocarbon tails
(C1–C4) in the systems where we have equal concentration in
the leaflets. It is interesting to note that the center of the bilayer
has a higher density of DPPE than DPPC. Both lipids show a
dip in the center, however, this is clearly more pronounced for
DPPE. As DPPE can be expected to be more stretched out
(below) it populates the center more strongly in order to avoid
disrupting the headgroup layer to severely.
We see that there is some degree of interdigitation (Fig. 2
Right) between the leaflets as the C4 atoms which are the ends
of the tails in this representation generate a single central peak
and even the C3 atoms have a non-zero probability in the center
of the bilayer. We can also identify that the headgroup
conformation of PE and PC lipids is different from the average
positions of the phosphate and amine or choline groups.
Fig. 4 shows the thickness of the bilayer derived from the
density profiles. The thickness here is defined as the distance
along the bilayer normal between the amine or choline peaks
in the density profile. At 285 K sometimes we find a double
peak structure in that cases the intermediate minimum is
chosen for thickness calculations. We see in general that the
thickness measured using the DPPC lipids is slightly larger
than the one using the DPPE lipids. As both lipids are of the
same length of the hydrophobic tails this may indicate a
stronger stretching, i.e. higher ordering, of DPPC lipids (tails
and/or headgroups), or weaker interdigitation. Again, here wesee a difference between temperatures. Comparing to Fig. 2
(right hand side) we conclude that the choline group is stronger
delocalized and generally further sticking out into the water. At
the higher temperature the bilayer is thinner. Generally we see
a decrease of thickness with increasing PC concentration
although this decrease is not completely monotonic. As was
seen in Fig. 3 this thickness difference is dominated by the
headgroups. The hydrocarbon thickness for DPPC and DPPE
is the same within the error margins. Again we see a clear
temperature influence.
As the thickness measure hints toward a conformational
difference between the lipids we study the deuterium order
parameters SCD as measured by NMR in Fig. 5:




Sab ¼ h3cosHacosHb  dabi; a; b ¼ x; y; z ð2Þ
cosHa ¼ ̂ea ̂ez; ð3Þ
At the lower temperature the order is almost perfect, i.e.
close to 0.5, whereas at 310 K the order is consistent with a
liquid disordered state. On the other hand we do not see any
indication of differences in order of the two lipids and only a
slight difference between sn1 and sn2 chains. We have to keep in
mind here that we can only expect semiquantitaive or qualitative
Fig. 4. Thickness of the bilayer measured between the maxima in the density profiles versus concentration of DPPC. Left: DPPC, Right: DPPE. Errors are about
0.05 nm as determined from the uncertainty in peak position in the density profile.
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The concentration dependence is a joint dependence that with
increasing DPPE content the system altogether becomes more
ordered affecting both lipids and both chains per lipid equally.
3.2. Dynamics
3.2.1. Global dynamics
We investigate two dynamical quantities in order to describe
the overall dynamical behavior of the membranes. These are the
mean-squared displacements (msds), leading to the diffusion
behavior, and the reorientation dynamics. The lateral msds are
shown in Fig. 6 leading to diffusion constants which are in the
right order of magnitude for these systems (e.g. approx 1.5–
2×10−7 cm2/s for both DPPC and DPPE at 310 K in the
equimolar mixture). We use the phosphate group to determine
the msd. The temperature behavior is clearly visible. A
concentration dependence or a different dynamics of the two
constituents is at 310 K not discernible. The same is true at
285 K (not shown).
We now investigate the reorientation behavior. We use a
vector connecting the two tails to each other measuring the in-
plane rotation of the lipids. To this end we define a vector
connecting the C1 atoms of the two tails. This vector is almost
perpendicular to the bilayer normal; it therefore decays to a
value very close to zero. It cannot decorrelate completely as weFig. 5. Average order parameters in the bilayer: Left 310 K, Right: 285 K. In both figu
chain. Order parameters are centered on C2, and C3 as indicated. Error are about 0.001.do not find trans-bilayer flip-flop on our timescales. We see that
the concentration has only a weak influence on the reorientation
in the fluid phase. Increasing DPPE concentration slightly slows
down the reorientation of DPPE which can be explained by the
decreasing area per molecule. This probably stems from the
stronger interaction of DPPE headgroups which form a tighter
and therefore more stable network [59]. The model does not
include the hydrogen bonding capability in a local sense but it is
designed to take this into account in an effective manner. We see
that generally DPPE is slightly slower than DPPC under the
same conditions consistent with the higher experimental higher
phase transition and lower area. At 285 K the system is several
orders of magnitude slower than at the higher temperature again
consistent with expectations (Fig. 7).
We also study the reorientation of the headgroups (cf. Fig. 8),
i.e. the vector connecting the phosphate to the amine or choline
group. Again here we see that there is a clear temperature
influence but weak influence of concentration. The reorientation
is clearly faster than the lipid reorientation. All headgroups,
including the ones belonging to the non-reorienting lipids
(below), reorient on a few tens of ns. It is interesting to note that
the reorientation process for the PC headgroups is faster but the
residual order is higher. Due to the lack of flip-flops we again see
a remaining memory of the initial orientation. This remaining
orientation is in the PC case depending on temperature and
concentration.res the two left symbols correspond to the sn1 chain and the right ones to the sn2
We determined them by independently analyzing different parts of the trajectory.
Fig. 6. Twodimensional mean-squared displacements. Running time average has been applied. Left: depending on concentration at 310 K, full lines DPPC broken lines
DPPE. Right DPPC at 25% DPPC and different temperatures.
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Computer simulations have the advantage over experiments
that they cannot only measure the average dynamics of the
lipids but also the individual dynamical behaviors. The only
compositions and temperature where we found a significant
heterogeneity in the dynamics was the systems at 285 K with
75% DPPE or pure DPPE. The other concentrations at that
temperature where pure gelphase and all the higher tempera-
tures were clearly all liquid phase with homogeneous rapid
reorientation.
The state points where we find heterogeneity are surprising
as the experimental phase diagram shows that DPPE has a
higher phase transition temperature [51] which would suggest if
anything an increase in gel (or slow) population with PE
concentration. But at 285 K we see the opposite. All other
characteristics like the area per molecule and the order
parameter indicate a highly ordered phase. It seems to be that
this model yields a much more dynamically mobile ordered
phase for PE than for PC. It should be noted that also the “fast”
PE lipids at 285 K are orders of magnitude slower than PE lipids
at 310 K. Fig. 9 shows all individual in plane reorientation
correlation functions of all lipids at 75% PE and 285 K. We
clearly see at least two distinct classes (marked in black and
red), i.e. lipids which do not participate in the reorientation at all
and lipids which reorient on the timescale of a few hundred
nanoseconds. In order to exclude any problems with equilibra-Fig. 7. Average reorientation of lipids at a 50:50 concentration. Left: in-plane reorie
Right: in-plane reorientation of DPPE lipids at 310 K depending on DPPC molar co
stress the small remaining order and long times involved.tion the system was equilibrated for 2 μs before reorientation
was analyzed.
3.3. Correlation between statics and dynamics
After we identified faster and smaller lipid populations it is
of interest that we find a spatial (or other) relationship between
dynamically like lipids. To this end we calculated radial
distribution functions g(r) between lipids of different dynamical
identities. We do not consider lipids switching dynamic
identities as clearly at least the slow lipids stay slow for the
complete time. We focus on the dynamically separated system
at 285 K and 75% DPPE where we already established the
dynamic heterogeneity. We define now a lipid as “fast” if its
reorientation correlation function has decayed to below 0.75
after 1 μs and slow otherwise. This choice is somewhat arbitrary
but motivated by the data as shown in Fig. 9. Similar to our
recent analysis of a polymer system [60] we now correlate this
dynamic heterogeneity with the static heterogeneity. We obtain
that 24 out of 32 PC lipids are fast, i.e. 75%, and 78 out of 96 PE
lipids are fast, i.e. 81%, indicating that there may be a weak
tendency of the PE lipids to be on the fast side. In Fig. 10 we
show radial distribution functions resolved according to fast and
slow lipids where we clearly see that the fast and the slow lipids
cluster. We use only the PO4 groups, i.e. the phosphates to
calculate these rdfs. Also we see that generally there is only antation. The DPPC lipids are solid lines and DPPE is denoted by dashed lines.
ncentration. Note that these figures are on a double logarithmic scale in order to
Fig. 9. Individual reorientation of lipids at 25:75 (PC:PE) concentration and 285 K. Left: DPPC, Right: DPPE.
Fig. 10. Radial distribution functions g(r) of dynamically defined classes in the
system of 25% PC 75% PE at 285 K. Only the PO4 groups are considered. Top
left: fast PC; top right: slow PC, bottom left: fast PE, bottom right: slow PE. The
legend applies to all subfigures.
Fig. 8. Average reorientation of lipid headgroups. Left: DPPE, Right: DPPC. Legend applies to both sides.
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corresponding rdfs are similar indicating that there is strong
mixing and that the separation is not in a way that all PE lipids
are fast and all PC lipids slow.
We additionally calculate the order parameters of this system
(cf. Fig. 11). The order of the PC lipids is for the middle of the
chain, i.e. coarse grained atom 2–4, slightly larger than that of
the PE lipids but more significantly we find that the slow lipids
are more ordered than the fast lipids. Both are in the region of
quite high order but there is a distinct difference.Fig. 11. Order parameters in the 25% DPPC 75% DPPE system at 285 K (sn1
chains only). Fast and slow lipids are defined according to their reorientation
dynamics, see text. Errors are about 0.001. We determined them by
independently analyzing different parts of the trajectory.
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We studied the temperature and concentration effects in a
DPPC/DPPE mixture using a well established coarse-grained
lipid model. Overall we find the known behavior that this model
semiquantitatively reproduces the phase behavior of lipid
systems. The temperature differences to the experimental
phase transition temperatures are about 20–30 K. We under-
estimate the phase transition temperatures. Increasing PE
concentration leads generally to higher order and smaller area
per molecule in agreement with atomistic simulations [53] and
experiments [37,51,52]. This stems from the stronger interaction
between the PE headgroups in contrast to PC headgroups.
Especially the change in reorientation behavior with increasing
PE shows this effect. Also the differences in thicknesses defined
by headgroups and by tails shows that the headgroups are
dominating the phase behavior in this case. The stronger inter-
action leads to a higher compression in the area and subsequently
to increased order and a higher phase transition temperature.
At low temperatures we found a dynamically separated
highly ordered phase. Although this may not be a 100% correct
representation of a PC/PE lipid behavior the correlation
between the static and dynamic heterogeneities are relevant
for lipid mixtures. We can identify that the separation does not
yield almost pure patches of the two lipids but only slight
majority tendencies. This is in agreement with earlier findings
using the same model for a mixture of PCs with different chain
lengths [8]. We can clearly identify that in such a separated
system there is a correlation between the order of a lipid and its
dynamics, such that more highly ordered lipids are slower.
Additionally we find a clear clustering of dynamic classes of
lipids which is similar to the behavior in polymeric glass
systems [60]. Such a dynamic clustering may be one of the
underlying reasons for the formation of lipid rafts. Clearly for
rafts more complex mixtures including also proteins are
necessary but even in such a simple system we find a formation
of very local dynamic clusters not leading to a perfect phase
separation. It appears that at least in some cases the dynamics
drives the separation rather than the thermodynamics. Our
simulations are not yet long enough to characterize the lifetime
of these structures but that is the next step necessary to gain a
more complete understanding.
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